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• If you don’t publish you research results, it is as though you never did the
work.

•

Nobody reads theses: You must publish your results in peer-reviewed journals if you want
to be recognized for your work.

• Registration: Establish your priority in the field
• Certification: Acknowledgement of the quality
of your work through publication in a
respected scientific journal
• Dissemination: Inform your peers and society
at large of your new findings
• Archiving: Provide a permanent record of your
work

• Look at the references you use more often in your work – these will
help you narrow your choices and come up with a shortlist.
• Review recent publications in each candidate journal. Find out the
hot topics, the accepted types of articles, etc.
• Ask yourself the following questions:
• Who is this journal’s audience?
• What is the average time to publication?
• What is the journal’s standing in the Chemical Engineering
community?
• Are there publication charges?

• DO NOT submit to multiple journals

What DEFINITELY to publish:
Original and significant results or methods
Reviews or summaries of a particular subject, particularly synthetic
Basically: work that advances the knowledge and understanding in a certain
scientific field, or provides a valuable resource
What NOT to publish:
1.Reports of little scientific interest (but see below)
2.Out of date work
3.Duplications or part-duplications of previously published work
What to THINK CAREFULLY about publishing:
•Preliminary results (are they useful, or are they too inconclusive?)
•Replication of results but in a different system
•Ask yourself: where could I best publish these?

• Cover letter
• Text
• Figures
• Tables
• Supplementary material
• Preferred reviewers
• Non-preferred reviewers

The cover letter is the first file the Editor will read in your
submission: Make it count.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why is this topic important?
Why are these results significant?
What is the key result?
Why is it an advance on previous work?
Why are you submitting to this journal?
Why will this journal’s readers read it?

Tip: Keep the letter short but relevant.

Dear Prof. Soares,
We are submitting the paper “XXX”, by XXX to The Canadian Journal of
Chemical Engineering.
All authors agree to submit this work to The Canadian Journal of Chemical
Engineering. The work has not been published elsewhere nor is it being
submitted to another journal. All authors agree to transfer the copyright to
the Wiley Online Library.
This paper is innovative, as it reports, for the first time, how to use the
natural coagulant XXX to remove fluoride from groundwater for human
consumption. Excess fluoride in groundwater is a problem worldwide
because its consumption beyond the limits established by legislation may
lead to serious health problems for the population.
This work proposes fluoride removal using XXX coagulant as an accessible
option for poor communities. The process achieves acceptable levels of
fluoride in treated water safely, and is particularly relevant for water
treatment in North African countries. Our method uses a process that
combines coagulation and membrane filtration to produce high-quality
water with with colour, turbidity, and fluoride levels within the parameters
required by international legislation.

Mention the
journal’ s name

Agreement with
journal’s publication
policies

The
significance/innovation
of the work

The key result

Each section of a paper has a clearly defined purpose: there are best
practices you can follow…
Title - A good title is important to attract readers and should include
keywords
Authors - Make sure your author list is complete and ordered
correctly (don’t add or subtract names!)
Abstract - Needs to be well structured (this may be the only part an
Editor looks at before making an initial decision!)
Main Body - Write in a clear concise scientific style
References, Bibliography - Check carefully; use software

This is your opportunity to attract a reader’s attention (including
citations!)
An explicit title can help attract citations e.g. state a key finding, or frame a
question…
Keywords up front, and optimised for search engines: think of how your
paper will be found, once published (N.B. Google)
Short – typically up to 15 words
Punctuation - split into main message/concept and qualifier (ex:
Cephalopod origin and evolution: A congruent picture emerging from fossils,
development and molecules)
Try to think of the title before you start writing! Could help you orient
yourself to the main topic
Avoid starting with Studies on…. / Characterization of….. / Optimization
of…. / Investigations

This is your opportunity to help Editors/ Reviewers (what’s this
paper about?) AND search engines
Most publishers make all abstracts free to access
Don’t make the middle part longer than necessary as background information for
your intended readership.
Maximum 200-300 words
What are the significant results? conclusions/implications/applications?
Important methodology (Experimental systems)
Start by writing in bullet points and take time to write and re-write this part with
some distance
Write in past tense
No citations, avoid non-standard abbreviations
Most important: First and last sentence

Main Components of Good Writing
• Grammar
• Sentence style
• Composition

• You are not going to get it right on the first draft. Revise, revise,
and revise again.

Important Tip: Avoid the Curse of Knowledge

The Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering
uses The Chicago Manual of Style (16 th edition)
when editing.

Figures summarize the
results.
Figures are generally
“read” first by editors, by
reviewers, and by the
readers.
Figures should be
designed for clarity,
simplicity, and impact.
Captions should be written
carefully and contain the
essential information the
reader needs to
understand the figure.

Figure 2. Water flow through a granular porous media (velocity [m/s] and pressure [Pa] contours).
From Can. J. Chem. Eng. 2013, 91, p. 1204.

Figures should be esthetically pleasing to the reader.

• The same comments made for figures apply to tables.
• Avoid unnecessary repetition of information.
• Keep tables as simple as possible.

from Can. J. Chem. Eng. 2015, volume 93(7), p. 1317.

Tip: Tables are excellent tools to report and summarize your results, but if you want
to call the attention of your readers to a particular finding, use figures.

• Formatting requirements are not optional.
• Pay attention to the formatting specifications for text,
references, figures, and tables.
• Figure resolution is important. You must meet the
requirements established by the journal.
• Failing to follow formatting specifications will delay
publication.
• In the worse case scenario, the editor may reject your
article because of poor formatting.
• Copy editors will help you format your article, but you
are ultimately responsible to meet all format
requirements.

• First Hurdle
• The Editorial Office
• Second Hurdle
• The Editor
• Third Hurdle
• The Reviewers
• Fourth Hurdle
• The Rebuttal Letter

Manuscript submitted
Editors examine
& make initial decision
Manuscript sent out
for peer review

Manuscript rejected on topic
Manuscript rejected on format,
but invited again (e.g., shorten)

Editor makes decision
based on reports

Manuscript rejected on reports

Manuscript is accepted as
is or with minor revisions

Manuscript rejected on reports,
but invited again if promising
after major revisions

Manuscript transferred
to technical workflow

Revisions requested
if possible in short time

The editorial office will screen papers according to criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the English usage adequate?
Is the topic suited to the journal?
Do the figures have adequate resolution?
Are the citations and references formatted correctly?
Does the manuscript look professionally done?
Are there any plagiarism issues that can be easily detected by
iThenticate or similar plagiarism software?

• If the editorial office is not satisfied with your
manuscript, it will not be sent to the Editor.

Editors receive many more papers than they can publish.
A few things can help you get your paper past the first screening by the Editor:
• Emphasize the novelty and main contributions of your work in the Cover Letter.
• Write a concise Abstract that shows the importance of your work – editors use
this information to check for paper suitability.
• Introduction: “In this paper we…” Make sure your contribution is well
differentiated from the previous art.
• Conclusions: Concise, to the point, emphasizing relevance of your findings. Avoid
the use of bullet points.
• Make sure the References cited in the paper are up-to-date and come from
reputable scientific journals.
If the Editor is not convinced your manuscript has the potential to be
scientifically relevant, it will not be sent to the reviewers.

• Write clearly and explain your
procedures in detail. Nothing
bothers reviewers more than
a confusing and/or
incomplete paper.

“I think you should be more explicit
here in step two”

• Avoid pedantic language,
colloquialisms, and clichés.
• Do not make a big deal about
things that are obvious.
• Emphasize the novelty of your
manuscript.

1. You should attempt to re-express your target’s position so
clearly, vividly, and fairly that your target says, “Thanks, I
wish I’d thought of putting it that way.
2. You should list any points of agreement (especially if they
are not matters of general or widespread agreement).
3. You should mention anything you have learned from your
target.
4. Only then are you permitted to say so much as a word of
rebuttal or criticism.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

There are clear mistakes in methodology and result interpretation.
You fail to explain the novelty and significance of your results.
Your conclusions are not supported by your experiments or simulations.
Your contributions are minor.
Your manuscript is just a repetition of similar work previously published in the
literature applied to slightly different conditions.
You have not described your experiments/simulations with sufficient detail to
allow for replication of your results by other researchers.
The reviewers cannot follow your rationale because you used unclear sentences,
poor grammar, confusing explanations, missing data, incomplete method
descriptions, etc.
If the manuscript appears to be written without proper
attention to the details, figures are confusing or incomplete, etc.
The reviewers suspect self-plagiarism or plagiarism.

• Answer all the questions from the referees clearly, and explain
which changes were adopted in the manuscript to account for their
criticisms.
• Write a list with all changes made in the article. Some authors also
like to highlight the changes in the article.
• Papers that require many changes are often sent for a second
review by the same referees; a clear explanation of the changes is
important.
• Don't offend the reviewers in the rebuttal letter, even if you really
want to.
• You are not expected to agree with all the comments made by the
referees, but you have to explain to the editor why you disagree
with the comment(s), and why you took no action to modify the
manuscript.

Dear Prof. Soares,
Thank you very much for your positive decision concerning our submitted manuscript. We have carefully
considered the reviewer's comments concerning minor corrections and explanations. The revised manuscript has
taken these points into account. However, the reviewer has suggested that we carry out two more simulations for
the monodisperse case, and to show additional figures for this case. We do not think that these changes will

add to the main message of the paper for the following reasons.

The QBMM algorithm is designed for polydisperse cases with a wide distribution of bubble sizes. In the
monodisperse case, it simply reduces to the standard two-fluid model. The reason that we have shown results for
the monodisperse case is to demonstrate the equivalence between the two-fluid and QBMM results (i.e. to verify
that the proposed QBMM algorithm functions correctly in a known limit). Thus, in our opinion, adding more

results for the monodisperse case would say nothing about the QBMM solver, which is the focus of
the paper. In fact, if someone is interested in the monodisperse case we would recommend that they use the
two-fluid model because of its slightly lower cost.

In summary, the reviewer asks for various additional figures for the monodisperse case. We decline to make

these changes because we want the principal results to focus on the polydisperse case with a wide
bubble size distribution. In fact, we have published as extensive study of the Delft experiment in IECR a few
years ago (ref. 17 in this paper) wherein the reviewer's comments have been addressed.
Best regards,
J Smith

• If your answers to the referees’ comments and the changes made in
the manuscript to account for them are adequate, you will receive
an acceptance letter from the editorial office.
• In a few weeks or months after the acceptance you will receive
proofs of your manuscript:
• Review the proofs carefully, paying attention for possible mistakes during the
production stage. Pay special attention to equations, tables and figures.
• A copy editor may review and edit your manuscript to
enhance English usage. In some rare cases, the
meaning of your sentences may be altered by
mistake during this stage. Read your manuscript
carefully to avoid this from happening.
• Answer all queries that may come with your proofs
and provide any missing information and/or format
changes requested by the editors.

Examples of ethical misconduct that will not be tolerated:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Falsifying data
Fabricating data
Plagiarism/Self-plagiarism
Duplicate publication
Multiple concurrent submissions
Image manipulation
Authorship misrepresentation

All of the above can have serious consequences for the author, ranging from
a letter of reprimand all the way up to criminal proceedings.

Noun
the practice of taking someone else's work or ideas and
passing them off as one's own.
• Plagiarism will have devastating consequences in your career
Do not do it!
• All reputable journals will investigate alleged plagiarism cases
• If you are found to be guilty:
• Your institution will be immediately notified.
• You will be banned from publication in the
journal to which you submitted your article
and other journals from the same publisher.
• The journal‘s publisher will contact other
scientific publishing houses, resulting in an
overall ban of your future publications.

• Self-plagiarism is the least understood of the ethical misconduct
infractions, especially by inexperienced authors.
• What constitutes self-plagiarism?
• Copying entire sentences/paragraphs from your previous publications (journal
papers, conference proceedings, book chapters, any material for which you do
not hold the copyright).
• This applies even to information in the Introduction section of papers, but it is
less important when describing experimental methods that were reported in
previous papers.
• Copying figures and tables from your previous publications without proper
acknowledgement.
• “Rewriting” a full paper by just adding a few new experimental or theoretical
results.
• Creating a new paper by assembling pieces of your previous papers.

• It is easy: just don’t copy-and-paste information from your previous
publications.
• Some solutions for the problems in the previous slide:
• If it is necessary to repeat some information from the Introduction of previous
publications to make your new paper easier to understand, do not copy-and-paste it,
rewrite it. You can probably do a better job the second time around, in any case.
• If you really need to copy-and-paste information from previous publications, present it
between quotation marks and clearly refer to where it first appeared.
• If you need to use figures and tables from previous publications, make sure to crossreference them to the original publication. You may need to get a copyright release
permission from the publisher.
• If you found a few new interesting results that are not enough to write a full paper,
submit a short communication, referring back to the paper where the initial and more
detailed study was reported.
• If you want to summarize the work of several of your previous papers in a single
publication, ask the editor to write a Feature Paper.

It sucks, but don’t despair. It can happen to anyone. Use the relevant comments
from the reviewers to prepare a better paper.
Think of it as an opportunity to get better prepared for your thesis or your
professional research.

“Here is where you
made your mistake.”
“A scientist is a mimosa when he himself has made a mistake, and a roaring lion when he discovers
a mistake of others.” – Albert Einstein

Usually, no
Risk of long time to publication
Good papers are noticed and cited
no matter where they are published

Occasionally, yes
Importance, impact, or novelty missed by
the editor/referees
Factual errors in referee reports that led
to rejection

The Award
• A certificate
• One Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering (CSChE) Conference
registration
• Invited presentation
• Biography published in Can. J. Chem. Eng.
Eligibility
• Outstanding work published in Can. J. Chem. Eng. by a graduate student
while studying at a Canadian university during a 12-month publication
period.
• The graduate student must be the primary author.
Selection
• The Editor-in-Chief prepares a short list of articles.
• Canadian Associate Editors rank the papers in the short list according to
their scientific excellence and impact.

If you would like
to learn more, I
suggest this
book for further
reading.

